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Recently, Hare et al. 2020 found that individual leaders steps could be imaged in the VHF band,
and for leaders below 5 km altitude, the radio emission from each step is mostly consistent with a
point-source. We will report on new observations of negative leaders above 7 km altitude that
behave significantly differently than lower altitude leaders. These higher- altitude leaders are a few
100 meters wide and have step lengths a few 100 meters long, as opposed to lower altitude
leaders that are at most 10 meters wide with 10 meter stepping lengths. Furthermore, unlike
lower altitude leaders, the radio emission from individual steps of higher altitude shows extensive
structure. Each step shows a burst of radio radiation, followed by the growth of multiple
filamentary structures. The nature of these filaments is presently unclear, but they could be long
streamers or leader branches. We have observed one leader that clearly starts at low altitude and
propagates to higher altitude. This leader shows that the transition from the low altitude mode of
propagation to the higher altitude mode does not occur smoothly as one may expect, but occurs
abruptly at around 6 km altitude within only one kilometer, somewhat similarly to a phase change.
Previous work has measured 100 m long stepping lengths of higher altitude leaders, and it is often
assumed that this is a simple pressure scaling effect. However, our data shows that the stepping
process at lower altitudes and higher altitudes appears very differently in VHF, and that the
transition between the two modes occurs rapidly. This implies higher and lower altitude leaders
actually have different propagation modes, and are not merely pressure-scaled versions of each
other.
We will also present new detailed VHF measurements of needle activity. We will show that needle
twinkles have a wide range of propagation speeds, from 105 to 107 m/s, and that needle twinkles
sometimes show stepping behavior, which strongly implies that needle twinkles can propagate
similar to stepped leaders or dart leaders depending on the conductivity of the needle. We will
also show that recoil leaders can quench needle activity, which leads to a cycle of increasing
needle activity followed by quenching by a recoil leader, as originally predicted by Hare et al. 2019.
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